MACWORLD Products

Panasonic HDC-SDT750. If you’re one of the lucky few to own a 3D TV, why limit yourself to watching movies made by other people? The Panasonic HDC-SDT750 lets you shoot and create your own 3D home movies by adding a 3D conversion lens to a 2D/3D System camcorder. The top shelf camera also features a 2.5x optical zoom lens, 1080/50i resolution, and 5.1-channel sound.

RPP: $1999
Panasonic:
www.panasonic.com.au

GADGET GUIDE
Gear, gizmos and goodies for your Mac, iPhone, iPod & iPad.

Haul iPad sleeves. Haul’s new range of iPad cases are, like all its products, made from recycled and found materials. The sleeves and folios are constructed from rubber printing jars and sized to keep your iPad safe and sound. They’re hand-made so each one is unique, making for a pretty cool way to come up and protect your iPad.
RPP: $19
Haul:
haul.com.au

Cocoon The Harlem Messenger Sling. Aiming to be a bag capable of carrying all your travelling tech needs, the Harlem from Cocoon features a media pocket to keep iPhones and iPods handy while listening to music, plus an elastic-band-based GRID-IT! system for organizing and storing all your other gear. The bag comes in Blood/Orange, Urban Grey/Black and White/Black.
RPP: US$54.99 (about $67) + shipping
Cocoon Innovations:
www.cocooninnovations.com

Lab Test: The Latest Photo Printers

New iPods
Touchscreen nann, old-style shuffle, thinner touch. PLUS a new Apple TV

Reviewed:
Sony Alpha NEX-5
Pioneer MC3
WD My Book Studio